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Stella McCartney offers  its  Trashion bags  for free. Image credit: Stella McCartney

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from May 31:

Loewe looks to a late artist to support those living with HIV
LVMH-owned fashion house Loewe is integrating into the art world to join the fight against AIDS.

Click here to read the entire story

McLaren hopes to advance manufacturing with new carbon fiber facility

British automaker McLaren is hoping to make strides in the manufacturing process with a new factory for making
carbon fiber tubs.

Click here to read the entire story

Stella McCartney cleans up local beaches, rivers for World Oceans Day
Fashion label Stella McCartney is calling on consumers to get involved in their local communities to clean up
nearby beaches and rivers as part of its  on going commitment to sustainability.

Click here to read the entire story

Montblanc embraces the future and past in a single strap

German watch brand Montblanc is investing into the wearable trend, but in a unique manner that allows customers
to keep their classic designs.

Click here to read the entire story

Moncler evolves with shift in retail behavior

French-Italian group Moncler is adapting to changes in consumer behavior with a new model that will see monthly
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product drops.

Click here to read the entire story

Maine sees steepest growth while Massachusetts has highest prices: report

Luxury real estate prices in Rhode Island and Vermont are experiencing significant price dips this spring, but Maine
is seeing fast rising increases in both traditional and high-end sales.

Click here to read the entire story

Click here to read the morning newsletter
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